Quick Start Guide | LWS App

1. Log in
First, you should download the LWS App from the App Store (for iOS), from the Google Play
Store (for Android) or as a Google Chrome App (for PC). The App is for free.

Open the LWS-App.

Here, you login with the user name
(email) and password. Press „LOG IN“ to
login. In case you never logged in before
press „SIGN UP“.

The Main Menu at the bottom offers four
different buttons to choose („NEARBY“,
„REMOTE“, „ACCOUNT“, „MORE“);
choose „ACCOUNT“.

Now you shall be logged in.

2. Configuration & Commissioning of the Luminaires

Select the „NEARBY“-Button, then
choose „NETWORK“.

Make sure the Lucid gateway is
switched on and your device (PC,
smartphone, tabet) is on the same
local network as the Lucid gateway.

Via Bluetooth, all devices in a distance approximately between 10 and 20 meters (approximately
between 33 and 66 feet) will show up. All Luminaires or Sensors that are not connected to a
Gateway will be marked as „NOT CONNECTED“.
In case that neither lumianires nor Sensors appear in this section, please reassure that Bluetooth is
switched on at your device (smartphone or tablet).

2.1 Inviting Luminaires to a Gateway

Select the respective Lucid gateway.

Once the device is successfully invited
to a Gateway, the status of the device
will change from „WAITING FOR
CONNECTION“ to „ACTIVE xx
SECONDS AGO”.

Press „INVITE DEVICES“.

If you press the „NETWORK“Button, all devices sucessfully
invited to a gateway will show up.

3. Creating Zones and Assigning luminaires to a Zone

Choose „MORE“.

Type in the name and the ID of the new
Zone. Confirm with „ADD“.
It doesn’t matter how you name the Zone
or which ID the Zone has, as long as
there’s no other Zone with the same name
and the same ID. While using the App, the
Zones will be destinguished by the ID.

Choose „ZONES“ and press the
symbol .

Now press „NEARBY“.

Choose „NEARBY“, then press
„NETWORK“ and select the Luminaire
you would like to assign to a Zone,
press „ADD TO ZONE“. If you’re not
sure which Lumianire you selected,
press „IDENTIFY“; the respective
Lumianire will blink eight times. Now
choose the Zone to assign the
Lumianire.

Select „DETAILS“ to rename the
Luminaire.

Choose „LABEL“ to rename the
Lumianire. If you selected a new
name, press „SET“ to confirm.

Select „NEARBY“

Additional Function | Add Location:
Select „UPDATE LOCATION“ and
confirm with „OK“.

The changes can be seen if you
select „NETWORK“.

4. Creating Schedules for Zones

Choose „MORE“

Press the Symbol

Select „SCHEDULES“.

.

Select the zone you want to create
schedules for. Then select day/days,
time and dimming level. Press
“SAVE“ to confirm.

To send the Schedules to the
luminaires , press „PUSH
SCHEDULES“.

5. Manual Dimming
5.1 Manual Dimming of the Zones

Select „MORE“, then choose
„CONTROL“.

Choose the respective Dimming-Level by
using the slidebar.
The „IDENTIFY“-Button makes all Lights
blink eight times, which belong to the
respective Zone.

Now select the Zone you would like to
change the Dimming-Level.

5.2 Manual Dimming of individual Luminaire

Select the Luminaire you would
like to dim.

Set the new Dimming-Level
using the slidebar.
The „IDENTIFY“-Button will make
the respective Luminaire blink
eight times.

6. Good to know
6.1 Further options to find, if you select „MORE“:
6.1.1

„LOCATION“
Here you can record where the devices (Lights, Sensors,
Gateways) are located.
A map will be shown, on which you can search and find the
location the devices are to be found.

6.1.2

„FIRMWARE“
There you will find a kind of a diary, which shows all changes that happened in the
near past.

6.1.3

„ACTIVITY“
Here you can see, from when to when which Light was shining, how much power it
consumed, etc.

6.2 What happens to the Schedules if there’s no Internet-connection?
6.2.1

Schedules
The created Schedule/Schedules are saved in each lamp after the schedules are
pushed. The lamps will follow the schedules even without Internet-connection, as long
as lamps are not powered off (no electricity).

6.2.2

Dimming of Zones
The manual Dimming of the Zones still is possible.

6.2.3

Dimming of individual Lights
The manual Dimming of individual Lights is NOT possible anymore.

6.2.4

Further details about the Restart:
If a Restart has occured, so, if the connection between the Lights and the energy
source has been interrupted, the schedules need to be pushed again.
Select „MORE“ (to be found in the Main Menu).
Press „SCHEDULES“.
Now tap on the Button which says „PUSH SCHEDULES“.
Now the Schedules are pushed and the Lights will behave according to them.

